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Preface
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I also wish to thank Major Castor for taking the time to read my draft and for his valuable comments. In addition,
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Abstract

The improvement in performance of a digital communications receiver preceded by an adaptive filter using the soft-constraint Least Mean Square algorithm is found. This algorithm has previously only been used in conjunction with adaptive antenna arrays. The fundamentals of adaptive filters and the spread spectrum technique are presented. A computer model is developed which simulates a 19 tap adaptive filter and spread spectrum receiver combination in the baseband region. The filter is shown to adapt well to hopping jammers and dual jammers. Plots of the filter's transfer function show notch depths ranging from -34 dB to -77 dB over iterations ranging from 15 to 5000 for the case of a 20 db sinusoid jammer. The improvement gained by adjusting the softness of the constraints is presented. The computer program and recommendations for further study are included as well as a 44 item bibliography.
THE PERFORMANCE OF A NEW ADAPTIVE FILTER
FOR DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Background

As recently as April 1983 (Ref. 1), the Director of the Joint Electronic Warfare Center, Major General Doyle E. Larsen, USAF, wrote, "The criticality of good communications to military operations cannot be overemphasized. The commander depends upon intelligence transmitted by communications systems to formulate his plan...Despite the known Soviet jamming threat, none of our military services today possess adequate jam resistant, secure communications. In every recent exercise involving electronic warfare...lack of communications has been cited as the glaring deficiency. To solve this problem, secure, jam resistant communications must be established..." To accomplish this, the military is relying increasingly on spread spectrum (SS) systems because of their inherent antijam, anti-intercept, and anti-interference properties.

In fact, an SS system known as HAVE QUICK is being used in the F-15, F-16, and F-111 jets (Refs. 2:51; 3:57). Another SS system called the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) has been tested in the E-3A, in a helicopter, in cargo aircraft, and at ground-based centers.
A military satellite, DSCS-II (Defense Satellite Communications System), is also known to use an SS system (Ref. 5:80) and a new satellite, called Mil-Star (military strategic-tactical and relay), emphasizing SS techniques could become operational before 1990 (Ref. 6:72).

The Space Shuttle will also use SS for navigation in conjunction with the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites (Ref. 7:54.4.1). In addition, civilians may get to use SS systems in mobile radio communications if recent proposals are accepted (Refs. 8:G3.3.1; 9:855).

However, due to system bandwidth constraints and/or a hostile environment, the SS system's inherent anti-interference property may not sufficiently reduce the effects of narrowband interference. Therefore, some method of reducing a jammer's interference could be used in conjunction with an SS system to produce a highly jam resistant communication system. One method to reduce interference is to use an adaptive notch filter.

A filter may be described as "any device or system that processes incoming signals or other data in such a way as to smooth or classify them, predict future values, or eliminate interference. Adaptive filters are devices that automatically adjust their own parameters and seek to optimize their performance according to a specific criterion. Though somewhat more difficult to design, analyze, and build than fixed filters, they offer the potential of substantial..."
improvements in performance when signal properties are unknown or variable with time" (Ref. 10:1143). Thus, adaptive filters are very attractive for use in interference rejection since they can adapt to any frequency the jammer choses.

In fact, there is a considerable amount of interest in the use of adaptive filters with SS systems as evidenced by the large volume of literature in this area (for example, refs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15:570-579).

Scope

Many different adaptive filters are available and new algorithms which characterize these adaptive filters are frequently being introduced. After reviewing many new adaptive filter algorithms (see, for example, refs. 16, 17, 18, 19), an algorithm derived by Widrow, Chestek, Mesiwab, and Duvall, and applied to adaptive antenna arrays was selected for this study (Ref. 20). The algorithm is applied to an adaptive filter and the filter and an SS receiver are modeled by a computer program in the baseband region.

Problem

This study determines the improvement in performance gained by using the above adaptive filter in conjunction with an SS receiver. This will be accomplished by comparing the signal-to-jammer ratios at the output of the receiver with and without the adaptive filter.
Assumptions

The following assumptions are made to narrow the problem and simplify the calculations:

1. The noise introduced in the communication channel is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This is the most destructive type of additive noise (Ref. 21:6).
2. The jammer's signal is modeled as a continuous wave (CW), i.e., a single frequency sinusoid.
3. Synchronization of the pseudo noise (PN) code in the SS receiver is not considered a problem.
4. In the simulation, carrier recovery is considered perfect. Thus, the effect of jamming on the circuitry regenerating the carrier is ignored (Ref. 22:15.6.2).
5. The adaptive filter and SS receiver are modeled in the baseband region and the SS signal pulse width is normalized to one second. It is assumed that when the appropriate frequency and time components are scaled to real world values the significant results of this thesis effort will not change.

Approach and Organization

Closed-form analysis of spread spectrum systems are "useful for preliminary design guidance and insight into gross link behavior...Because these systems are coherent and require strict synchronism between receiver and transmitter,"
mathematical complexities may render closed-form techniques of little value to those who must deal with link functioning under strongly stressed, jammed conditions. In these situations, computer simulation is the only viable technique available, short of actual system bench experiments" (Ref. 22:15.6.1). Therefore, all final results are from computer simulation and not from analytical calculations.

Thus, following this introductory chapter, presented in Chapter II is a review of SS principles and the SS system model. Chapter III contains a description of the adaptive filter and a development of its algorithm. Chapter IV explains the computer model and the results are presented in Chapter V. Finally, in Chapter VI, conclusions of this study are drawn and recommendations for future work on this subject are suggested.
II. SPREAD SPECTRUM FUNDAMENTALS

The spread spectrum (SS) technique can be considered as a second stage of signal processing, beyond the primary stage where the information bearing signal modulates the carrier signal (Ref. 23:85). A good definition of SS is as follows (Ref. 9:855):

"Spread Spectrum is a means of transmission in which the signal occupies a bandwidth in excess of the minimum necessary to send the information; the band spread is accomplished by means of a code which is independent of the data, and a synchronized reception with the code at the receiver is used for despreading and subsequent data recovery."

Although this definition excludes chirped spread spectrum systems, there are three key points that should be expanded and emphasized. First, the spread bandwidth is greatly in excess of the minimum required, on the order of \(10^3\) to \(10^6\) times the minimum (Refs. 5:78; 24:11; 25:29).

Second, the code used to spread the bandwidth is a long pseudorandom or pseudonoise (PN) binary-valued sequence (Ref. 15:546). These code sequences are designated as pseudonoise codes because they make the signals appear somewhat noisely if intercepted by a receiver which does not have access to the exact code sequence (Ref. 26:10).

Finally, the intended receiver must know the code
sequence exactly or have a method of generating it himself before reception of the information can be accomplished.

Advantages and Disadvantages

Some of the advantages of using an SS system include:

1. Antijamming
2. Anti-interference
3. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
4. Low Probability of Intercept (LPI)
5. Message Privacy.

The first three advantages occur because of the inherent interference rejection capability of SS systems.

Antijamming. By far the most important and common use of an SS system is to prevent an enemy jammer from disrupting military communications (Refs. 3, 4, 14, 23, 27, 28). For example, an enemy jammer would need a power output of one million watts with a 28-ft diameter antenna to disrupt a military satellite using spread spectrum operating at Extremely High Frequency (EHF). "Achieving 1 megawatt of power at EHF would be difficult despite Soviet advances in 'gyrotron' microwave tubes. It would be possible to use a lower transmitter [power] at EHF with a larger antenna, but it is very difficult to build a much larger antenna with the precision tolerences required...Generating very high levels of power...also is both difficult and costly" (Ref. 6:73).

Anti-interference. Just as the SS system suppresses intentional interference (jamming), it also suppresses self-interference caused by multipath in which delayed
versions of the signal, arriving via alternate paths, interfere with the direct path transmission (Ref. 24:12).

**Code Division Multiple Access.** By assigning appropriately different PN code sequences to different transmitter-receiver pairs, the users can communicate at the same time and over the same channel bandwidth with limited interference. This efficient utilization of the RF spectrum is called code division multiple access (CDMA) or spread spectrum multiple access (SSMA) (Refs. 29:21; 30:720).

**Low Probability of Intercept.** A message may be hidden in the background noise by spreading its bandwidth and transmitting at a low average power (Ref. 15:545). If the SS power density is less than that of atmospheric, galactic, and receiver front end noise, the SS signal will not even be detected (Ref. 5:78). For example, it is not known whether bootleg radio amateurs are using SS modulation to evade FCC regulations (Ref. 24:12).

**Message Privacy.** Private messages may be sent because only the intended receivers know the pseudorandom code sequence necessary to despread the signals and recover the messages (Ref. 15:545).

Additional advantages of SS systems occur outside the area of communications. These include accurate range (time delay) and range rate (velocity) measurements in radar and navigation (Ref. 15:544).

The main disadvantage of an SS system is complexity. An SS system must include code sequence generators, correlators
or matched filters, code tracking loops and other subsystems not required in a more conventional system.

**Types of SS Systems**

The means by which the spectrum is spread is determined by the type of the SS system. Most types are characterized by one of the following:

1. Direct-spread or direct-sequence (DS).
2. Frequency-hopping (FH).
3. Time-hopping (TH).
5. Hybrid Systems.

**Direct-sequence.** Spread spectrum systems using DS modulation appear to be the most common or at least the most well known. As the name implies, the PN code sequence directly modulates the data signal to spread the bandwidth. This study is concerned exclusively with the direct-sequence SS system, sometimes referred to as a pseudonoise SS system.

**Frequency-hopping.** In frequency-hopping SS systems a narrowband information bearing signal is pseudorandomly jumped across a wide range of frequencies. The PN code sequence is used to determine where in a wide bandwidth the narrow-band signal is transmitted. "Since the receiver has knowledge of this sequence, a narrow-band filter can be used to pass the signal power with minimum loss while rejecting unwanted jammer power" (Ref. 23:87).

**Time-hopping.** In time-hopping SS systems, the PN code sequence is used to key the transmitter on and off. Thus, TH
is really just pulse modulation and is similar to time division multiplexing. In actual practice, TH is usually used in a hybrid form with FH (Ref. 31:38-39).

**Chirp Technique.** Chirp systems are spread spectrum systems that do not normally employ a pseudorandom code but do use a wider bandwidth than that absolutely required (Ref. 31:40). "A chirp signal is generated by sliding the carrier over a given range of frequencies in a linear or some other known manner during a fixed pulse period. This results in pulse-FM signal whose bandwidth is limited only by physical ability to shift a carrier frequency and by the ability to construct a receiver to demodulate it.

"The idea behind chirp signals is that the receiver can employ a matched filter of a relatively simple design to reassemble the time-dispersed carrier power in such a way that it adds coherently and thus provides an improvement in signal to noise" (Ref. 32:22). The chirp technique is used almost exclusively in radar applications (Ref. 33:135, 136, 143, 149).

**Hybrid Systems.** "In addition to the more usual forms of spread spectrum modulation, there are the hybrid combinations of modulation which offer certain advantages over, or at least extend the usefulness of, the direct sequence and frequency hopping techniques. The most often used combination (or hybrid) spread spectrum signals are made up of (a) simultaneous frequency hopping and direct sequence modulations, (b) simultaneous time and frequency hopping, and
(c) simultaneous time hopping and direct sequence modulations" (Ref. 31:44).

**Spread Spectrum System Model**

A model of a binary phase shift keyed (BPSK) SS communications system using DS modulation is shown in Figure II-1 (Ref. 34:11). The baseline components of this model are:

- $m(t)$ is the digital message sequence ($\pm 1$).
- $\text{PN}(t)$ is the PN code sequence ($\pm 1$).
- $w_0$ is the carrier frequency (rad/sec).
- $T_m$ is the length of a message bit (sec).
- $E/T_m$ is the signal power (watts).

The bipolar binary message sequence is first multiplied by the carrier which results in a phase shift of zero or $\pi$ radians. Then the phase modulated carrier is multiplied by the PN code sequence, $\text{PN}(t)$, and sent to the receiver through the channel.

The receiver uses its own identical PN code to strip the PN code off the received signal as illustrated in Figure II-2. The received signal, $r(t)$, is multiplied by the synchronized reference PN code to obtain the phase modulated carrier. This phase modulated carrier is then demodulated by conventional means such as a matched filter or a correlation detector followed by a decision device. It is easy to see that the main difference between SS systems and conventional systems is the multiplication by the PN code sequence at the transmitter and receiver.
Figure II-1  Spread Spectrum Communications Systems Model (Ref. 37:8)
Figure II-2 Message Modulation/Demodulation of a PN Sequence (Ref. 34.14)
PN Code Sequence

The pseudorandom or pseudonoise (PN) code sequence is a periodic series of bits or "chips" of length $T_c$ seconds and amplitude $\pm 1$ (Ref. 34:15). As noted earlier, these sequences are designated as pseudonoise codes because they make the signals appear somewhat noisely like if intercepted by a receiver which does not have the exact code sequence (Ref. 26:10). In addition, the rate of the PN code is typically one thousand times the rate of the message bits (Refs. 26:8; 28:23; 29:26). As a result of the modulation of the message signal by the PN code sequence, the power in the transmitted signal is spread in frequency over a bandwidth corresponding to the PN clock frequency. Thus, because the transmitted energy is spread over a wide bandwidth, the SNR at the receiver input is low. This contributes to the signal appearing as wideband noise to the unintended receiver.

To simplify the analysis, some of the properties that must be assumed about the PN code sequence are (Ref. 34:15):
- the sequence is continuous, i.e., no spaces between bits.
- the positive and negative chips occur with equal probability.
- successive pulses are statistically independent.

An arbitrary portion of a typical PN sequence is illustrated in Figure II-3a.

Papoulis (Ref. 35:294) shows that the autocorrelation function of the PN code sequence, $R_{pn}(\tau)$, is given by
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Figure II-3 (a) PN Code Sequence  (b) Autocorrelation Function  (c) Power Spectral Density  (Ref. 34:16)
\[
R_{pn}(\tau) = \begin{cases} 
1 - |\tau|/Tc & \text{for } |\tau| < Tc \\
0 & \text{for } |\tau| > Tc 
\end{cases} \tag{1}
\]

as illustrated in Figure II-3b.

The power spectral density (PSD), \(S_{pn}(w)\), for the PN code sequence is found by taking the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function (Ref. 35:42) to obtain:

\[
S_{pn}(w) = Tc \sin^2(wTc/2)/(wTc/2) \tag{2}
\]

The PSD, \(S_{pn}(w)\), is illustrated in Figure II-3c.

**Performance of the Spread Spectrum System**

The transmitted signal, \(s(t)\), of the SS system model in Figure II-1 is

\[
s(t) = \sqrt{2E/Tm} \ m(t)PN(t)\cos(\omega_0t) \tag{3}
\]

The message bit interval, \(Tm\), is an integer multiple of \(Tc\), the code bit interval, in practical SS systems (Ref. 15:548).

The signal at the receiver is given by

\[
r(t) = s(t) + n(t) \tag{4}
\]

where \(n(t)\) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean. The noise is independent of the PN code and has a PSD in watts/Hz given by

\[
S_n(w) = N_0/2 \tag{5}
\]

Synchronization of the PN code in the receiver will not be addressed in this thesis. However, it must be noted that
synchronization is critical for correct correlation with the PN code. After synchronization, the received signal, \( r(t) \), is multiplied by a stored replica of the PN code to become

\[
r(t) = \sqrt{2E/Tm} \, m(t)PN^2(t)\cos(\omega_0 t) + PN(t)n(t)
\]  

(6)

Let

\[
z(t) = PN(t)n(t)
\]  

(7)

Now, since \( PN^2(t) \) always equals one, \( r(t) \) becomes

\[
r(t) = \sqrt{2E/Tm} \, m(t)\cos(\omega_0 t) + z(t)
\]  

(8)

The autocorrelation of \( z(t) \) is given by

\[
R_z(t_1,t_2) = E[z(t_1)z(t_2)]
\]

\[
= E[PN(t_1)n(t_1)PN(t_2)n(t_2)]
\]

\[
= E[PN(t_1)PN(t_2)]E[n(t_1)n(t_2)]
\]

\[
= R_{pn}(t_1-t_2)(No/2) \delta(t_1-t_2)
\]  

(9)

Since the delta function is zero except when \( t_1-t_2 \), the autocorrelation simplifies to

\[
R_z(t_1-t_2) = R_{pn}(0)(No/2) \delta(t_1-t_2)
\]

\[
= (No/2) \delta(t_1-t_2)
\]  

(10)

Thus, \( z(t) \) is also white Gaussian noise (WGN) and the problem reduces to a threshold detection problem in a system using binary antipodal signaling in WGN (Ref. 34:19). Therefore, assuming the message bits are equally probable, the probability of error \( P(E) \) is given by
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\[ P(E) = \text{erfc}(\sqrt{2E/No}) \]  

where \( \text{erfc}(x) \) is the complementary error function, defined as

\[ \text{erfc}(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_x^\infty \exp(-y^2/2)dy \]  

Therefore, the performance of an SS system in AWGN is identical to a conventional binary antipodal signaling system (Refs. 34:20; 15:146).

**Performance of SS System with Jammer** (Refs. 34, 37)

The performance advantage of SS systems becomes apparent when studied in the presence of a narrowband jammer transmitting in the spread bandwidth.

First, assume the jammer's signal, \( j(t) \), to be Gaussian with zero mean and PSD, \( S_j(w) \), as shown in Figure II-4. The jammer's signal must also be uncorrelated with the PN code. The signal that arrives at the receiver now becomes

\[ r(t) = s(t) + n(t) + j(t) = \sqrt{2E/Tm} m(t)PN(t)\cos(\omega_0 t) + n(t) + j(t) \]  

As before, the received signal is multiplied by the PN code sequence and becomes

\[ r(t) = \sqrt{2E/Tm} m(t)PN^2(t)\cos(\omega_0 t) + PN(t)[n(t) + j(t)] \]  

Let \( z(t) = PN(t)[n(t) + j(t)] \). Now \( r(t) \) is given by

\[ r(t) = \sqrt{2E/Tm} m(t)\cos(\omega_0 t) + z(t) \]  
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Figure II-4 Power Spectral Density of Jamming Signal (Ref. 37:16)
Thus, the PN code is removed from the message signal and the jammer's signal is reduced as shown qualitatively in Figure II-5. The relative spectra of the received SS signal and jammer are shown in Figure II-5a. Figure II-5b shows the relative spectra after multiplication by the PN code in the receiver. The message signal is despread from the PN code bandwidth, B_{pn} to the original message bandwidth B_{m} while the jammer's signal is spread over a bandwidth exceeding B_{pn}.

The autocorrelation of z(t) is described by

\[
R_z(t_1, t_2) = E[z(t_1)z(t_2)] \\
= E[PN(t_1)PN(t_2)]E[(n(t_1) + j(t_1))(n(t_2) + j(t_2))] \\
= R_{pn}(t_1-t_2)[E[n(t_1)n(t_2)] + E[n(t_1)j(t_2)] \\
+ E[n(t_2)j(t_1)] + E[j(t_1)j(t_2)]] \\
\tag{16}
\]

Since n(t) and j(t) are independent the autocorrelation can be rewritten as

\[
R_z(t_1, t_2) = R_{pn}(t_1-t_2)[R_n(t_1-t_2) + R_j(t_1-t_2)] \\
= R_{pn}(t_1-t_2)[(No/2) \delta(t_1-t_2) + R_j(t_1-t_2)] \tag{17}
\]

The autocorrelation of the jamming signal, R_j(\tau), is found by taking the inverse Fourier transform of S_j(\omega) = J_0/2B with \tau = t_1-t_2 and integrating between Wo-B/2 and Wo+B/2. Using the above, Shepard (Ref. 34:23-24) then shows that the autocorrelation of z(t) becomes

\[
R_z(\tau) = No/2 \delta(\tau) + R_{pn}(\tau)J_0\cos(Wo)[\sin(B\tau)]/[B\tau] \tag{18}
\]

For the case of narrowband jamming, B approaches zero; thus...
Figure II-5 Spectra of Desired Signal and Jammer
(a) Received Signal
(b) Correlation Detector Output (Ref. 34:22, 21:27)
Rz(\tau) \text{ reduces to }

\begin{equation}
Rz(\tau) = \left( No/2 \right) \delta(\tau) + Rpn(\tau)J_{0}[\cos(\omega_0 \tau)]
\end{equation}

and the PSD of z(t) becomes

\begin{equation}
Sz(\omega) = No/2 + \left( 1/2 \right) J_0 T_c \sin^2 \left[ \frac{(\omega - \omega_0) T_c/2}{(\omega - \omega_0) T_c/2} \right] \\
+ \left( 1/2 \right) J_0 T_c \sin^2 \left[ \frac{(\omega - \omega_0) T_c/2}{(\omega - \omega_0) T_c/2} \right]
\end{equation}

Figure 11-6 shows the PSD, Sz(\omega). Since the message pulse duration, T_m, is generally several orders of magnitude greater than the PN code pulse duration, T_c, the bandwidth of PN(t)j(t) is much wider than the bandwidth of PN(t)s(t). The PSD of PN(t)j(t) is approximately flat over the message bandwidth (see Figure II-5b) and is processed by the correlation detector as AWGN. Thus, using this approximation the PSD of z(t) is

\begin{equation}
Sz(\omega) = No/2 + J_0 T_c/2
\end{equation}

and the probability of error becomes

\begin{equation}
P(E) = \text{erfc} \left[ \sqrt{2E/(No + J_0 T_c)} \right]
\end{equation}

To see the improvement in performance by using SS techniques, the P(E) above should be compared to the case when no PN code is used, or equivalently, when PN(t) always equals one. For this case, Shepard (Ref. 34:25-28) and Hall (Ref. 37) show that

\begin{equation}
P(E) = \text{erfc} \left[ \sqrt{2E/(No + J_0 T_m)} \right]
\end{equation}
Equations (22) and (23) can now be compared to see the effect of the code, PN(t), on system performance. Observe that if the noise is considered negligible, which can generally be done for the case of a strong jamming signal, then the effect of the narrowband jammer on the system performance was reduced from \(J_oT_m\) to \(J_oT_c\).

The improvement gained through the use of a PN code can be expressed as the ratio

\[
\frac{(J_oT_m)}{(J_oT_c)} = \frac{T_m}{T_c} = N \tag{24}
\]

**Processing Gain**

The improvement ratio derived above is commonly referred to as the processing gain (PG) of the SS system and it represents the advantage gained over the jammer that is obtained by expanding the bandwidth of the transmitted signal (Ref. 15:556). Since the RF transmitted bandwidth equals \(1/T_c\), and the data (message) bandwidth equals \(1/T_m\), the processing gain can equivalently expressed as

\[
PG = \frac{T_m}{T_c} = \frac{B_{pn}}{B_m} \tag{25}
\]

Another way of defining the PG is as

\[
(S/N)_o = PG(S/N)_i \tag{26}
\]

where

\[(S/N)_o = \text{signal to noise ratio out of the receiver}\]
\[(S/N)_i = \text{signal to noise ratio into the receiver}\]
Observe that it appears that an SS receiver can perform satisfactorily when faced with a jammer (or noise) signal having a power level larger than the desired signal by the amount of available processing gain (Ref. 28:7). However, in reality, the requirement for a useful signal to noise system output as well as internal losses must be taken into account. The jamming margin, $M_j$, which might be attained is given by

$$M_j = PG - L - (S/N)_o$$

(27)

where

- $PG$ = processing gain in dB
- $L$ = the system implementation loss in dB
- $(S/N)_o$ = the operationally required ratio in dB at the information output (Ref. 26:26).

For example, suppose that the SS bandwidth, $Bpn$, is 1000 times that of the message bandwidth, $Bm$, so that $PG = 30$ dB. Also, suppose that for an acceptable probability of error the $(S/N)_o$ is required to be 10 dB and $L$ is taken to be 2 dB. Now, the jamming margin becomes

$$M_j = 30 - 2 - 10 = 18 \text{ dB}$$

Therefore, for this example, the jamming power could not exceed the message signal power by more than 18 dB and still maintain the desired performance (Ref. 29:26).

The spread spectrum fundamentals, communications system model, and performance analysis presented in this chapter should sufficiently prepare the reader to understand the
basis for the computer simulation and appreciate the SS system's inherent interference rejection capability. The next chapter will discuss the adaptive filter's role in interference rejection.
III. ADAPTIVE FILTERS

Background

The usual method of estimating a signal which is degraded by additive noise is to pass it through a filter that is designed to suppress the noise while leaving the signal relatively undisturbed. When there is prior knowledge of both the signal and noise a fixed filter is suitable for noise suppression (Ref. 39:1692-1693). However, when no prior knowledge of the noise is known as in the case of an enemy jammer, then an adaptive filter should be used for noise (jammer) suppression.

An adaptive filter, in its general form, is a device that adjusts its internal parameters and optimizes its performance according to the statistical characteristics of its input and output signals (Ref. 40:616). The adjustment of its internal parameters is accomplished in a single process by a recursive algorithm that automatically updates the system's parameters with the arrival of each new data sample (Ref. 41:563).

Adaptive Linear Combiner

The heart of almost all adaptive filters is the adaptive linear combiner shown in Figure III-1. In the adaptive linear combiner a set of n measurements, X1, X2, ..., Xn, is sampled to form n sampled measurements at some time, t. Each measurement, Xi(t), is multiplied by a corresponding
Figure III-1 Adaptive Linear Combiner (Ref. 10, 11, 43)
weighting function, $W_i$, and the weighted measurements are summed to form an output, $y(t)$ (Ref. 10:1143). Thus, $y(t)$ is given by (Ref. 42:13)

$$y(t) = W_1X_1(t) + W_2X_2(t) + \ldots + W_nX_n(t) \quad (28)$$

Let $X(t)$ be a vector such that

$$X(t) = \begin{bmatrix} X_1(t) \\ X_2(t) \\ \vdots \\ X_n(t) \end{bmatrix} \quad (29)$$

and $W$ be a vector such that

$$W = \begin{bmatrix} W_1 \\ W_2 \\ \vdots \\ W_n \end{bmatrix} \quad (30)$$

Then $y(t)$ can be written as (Ref. 42:14)

$$y(t) = X^T(t)W = W^TX(t) \quad (31)$$

This output, $y(t)$, is compared with a desired response, $d(t)$, to form an error signal, $e(t)$. The objective is to choose the weighting coefficients in such a way as to minimize the error signal and find the weighted sum of the input signals that is closest to the desired response (Ref. 10:1143). Note that as $e(t)$ approaches zero, the output, $y(t)$, approaches the desired response, $d(t)$, since $e(t) = d(t) - y(t)$. 
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We wish to find an optimal value $W_{opt}$ of the weight vector $W$ such that the mean square value of $e(t)$ is minimized (Ref. 42:15). That is, $W_{opt}$ must minimize

$$E[e(j)^2] = E[(d(t) - y(t))^2]$$  \hspace{1cm} (32)

To facilitate computation via a digital computer, allow sampling with a period, $T$ (Ref. 42:15). Then $y(t)$ becomes

$$y(jT) = X^T(jT)W; \quad j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)

Or, simply

$$y(j) = x^T(j)W = W^TX(j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

Similarly, $e(t)$ becomes

$$e(j) = d(j) - y(j)$$

$$= d(j) - W^TX(j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

Therefore,

$$E[e(j)^2] = E[(d(j) - W^TX(j))^2]$$

$$= E[(d(j) - W^TX(j))(d(j) - W^TX(j))]$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)

After expanding terms, the equation becomes

$$E[d(j)d(j) - 2d(j)W^TX(j) + W^TX(j)X^T(j)W]$$

$$= E[d(j)^2] - 2WT^Rd + W^TRxxW$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

where

$$Rxx = E[X(j)X^T(j)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)
is the correlation matrix of $X(j)$, and

$$R_{dx} = E[d(j)X(j)]$$

(39)

is the cross correlation vector between the input signals, $X_i(j)$, and the desired response, $d(j)$ (Refs. 21:212; 42:16).

To minimize equation (37), take the gradient, $\nabla$, by differentiating the equation with respect to the weight vector, $W$, and set the result equal to zero:

$$\nabla[E(d^2(j)) - 2W^TR_{dx} + W^TR_{xx}W]$$
$$= -2R_{dx} + 2R_{xx}W = 0$$

(40)

Thus the desired least mean square (LMS) solution for the optimal weight vector, $W_{opt}$, is given by

$$W_{opt} = R_{xx}^{-1}R_{dx}$$

(41)

Equation (41) is a matrix form of the Wiener-Hopf equation for the minimum mean square error filtering problem (Refs. 10:1144; 42:17).

Although the above equation gives the optimal weight vector for the adaptive linear combiner, an exact solution would require a priori knowledge of the correlation matrices $R_{xx}$ and $R_{dx}$. However, an approximate solution can be found by using numerical means. Unfortunately, this method would require the inversion of an $n \times n$ matrix and as many as $n(n+1)/2$ autocorrelation and cross correlation measurements to obtain the elements of $R_{xx}$ and $R_{dx}$ (Ref. 10:1144).

Another approximate solution to equation (41) uses a
relatively simple iterative procedure called the Steepest Descent LMS algorithm and is described below.

The LMS Algorithm

The Steepest Descent LMS algorithm, also known as the Widrow-Hoff algorithm, does not require explicit measurements of correlation functions, nor does it involve matrix inversion (Ref. 10:1144). It is based on a recursive algorithm in which the weight vector is changed at each iterative step along the direction of the negative gradient of the mean square error (Ref. 21:213).

An explanation of the steepest descent LMS algorithm is as follows. An initial estimate is made of the optimal weight vector $\mathbf{W}_{\text{opt}}(j)$; this first estimate will probably be just a guess, say $\mathbf{W}(0)$. Then, the cost function value is computed by evaluating $E[e^2(j)]$ at $\mathbf{W} = \mathbf{W}(0)$ (Ref. 42:18).

Next, the gradient of the cost function is found by differentiating $E[e^2(j)]$ with respect to $\mathbf{W}$. When the gradient is evaluated at $\mathbf{W} = \mathbf{W}(0)$, it indicates the direction and rate of increase of $E[e^2(j)]$. Note that the direction of the gradient is the direction of the maximum rate of change (Ref. 42:19).

Now, update $\mathbf{W}$ in such a way that the evaluated cost function $E[e^2(0)]$ is reduced by the largest amount possible. Thus, the next weight vector, $\mathbf{W}(1)$, becomes

$$\mathbf{W}(1) = \mathbf{W}(0) - \mathbf{Ka} \mathbf{\nabla}_{\mathbf{W}} E[e^2(0)]_{\mathbf{W} = \mathbf{W}(0)}$$

(42)
where $K_s$ is a constant which controls the rate at which $W(j)$ moves toward $W_{opt}$.

For the general case, i.e., at any iteration step, say $j+1$, the algorithm is given by

$$W(j+1) = W(j) - K_s\nabla_w^T\{E[e^2(j)]\}_{W=W(j)}$$

(43)

However, in actuality $E[e^2(j)]$ is not available and must be approximated by $e^2(j)$. Therefore, the algorithm becomes

$$W(j+1) = W(j) - K_s\nabla_w^T [e^2(j)]_{W=W(j)}$$

(44)

Observe that

$$\nabla_w [e^2(j)] = 2e(j)\nabla_w [e(j)]$$

(45)

and that

$$\nabla_w [e(j)] = \nabla_w [d(j) - W^T(j)x(j)] = -x^T(j)$$

(46)

Therefore

$$\nabla_w [e^2(j)] = -2e(j)x(j)$$

(47)

The final form of the algorithm is obtained after substituting equation (47) into equation (44):

$$W(j+1) = W(j) + 2K_se(j)x(j)$$

(48)

With the proper choice of $K_s$, the value of the weight vector, $W$, converges to the optimal weight vector, $W_{opt}$, as the number of iterations, $j$, increases without limit.
Adaptive Transversal Filter

Recall that the input to the adaptive linear combiner is a set of \( n \) sampled measurements at some time, \( t \). Now let each sampled measurement, \( X_i(t) \), be a different delayed version of the same signal \( X_1(t) \) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
X_2(t) &= X_1(t-\Delta) \\
X_3(t) &= X_2(t-\Delta) = X_1(t-2\Delta) \\
&\quad \vdots \\
X_n(t) &= X_1(t-(n-1)\Delta)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \Delta \) is some delay.

The above described scheme, as illustrated by Figure III-2, results in a so-called adaptive transversal filter. This is in fact the filter type that will be of concern in the work that follows.

Observe that equation (28) can now be written as

\[
y(t) = W_1X_1(t) + W_2X_1(t-\Delta) + \ldots + W_nX_1(t-(n-1)\Delta) \tag{49}
\]

Frequently, in the literature, the first weight coefficient, \( W_1 \), is called \( W_0 \). Adopting this practice and dropping the subscript on \( X_1 \), equation (49) becomes

\[
y(t) = W_0X(t) + W_1X(t-\Delta) + \ldots + W_{n-1}X(t-(n-1)\Delta) \tag{50}
\]

Now let \( m = n-1 \), so that \( y(t) \) becomes

\[
y(t) = W_0X(t) + W_1X(t-\Delta) + \ldots + W_{m}X(t-m\Delta) \tag{51}
\]

Since \( x(t) \) is sampled with a period equal to \( \Delta \), \( y(t) \) can be
expressed as a discrete-time signal (Refs. 42:11; 43:3). Therefore, $y(t)$ becomes

$$y(k) = W_0X(k) + W_1X(k-1) + \ldots + W_mX(k-m) \tag{52}$$

Using the $z$ transform (Ref. 43:34), $y(k)$ becomes

$$Y(z) = W_0X(z) + W_1z^{-1}X(z) + \ldots + W_mz^{-m}X(z)$$

$$= (W_0 + W_1z^{-1} + \ldots + W_mz^{-m}) X(z) \tag{53}$$

The transfer function of the filter, $H(z)$, is given by $Y(z)/X(z)$. Therefore,

$$H(z) = W_0 + W_1z^{-1} + \ldots + W_mz^{-m} \tag{54}$$

The Soft-Constraint LMS Algorithm

Observe from Figure III-2 that in the conventional LMS algorithm the $y(t)$ is some filtered version of $x(t)$ and that the desired response, $d(t)$, is required to obtain $e(t)$. However, the desired response is unknown, so let $d(t) = 0$. Since $y(t)$ will be as close to $d(t)$ as possible, $y(t)$ will approach zero instead of $x(t)$.

Therefore, a new algorithm is needed that can utilize $d(t) = 0$. The desired algorithm should (1) minimize the power in $e(t)$, that is, $E[e^2(t)]$ is minimized, (2) produce a desired gain in a passband determined by some selected frequencies, and (3) produce zero gain elsewhere.

The goal of the soft-constraint algorithm is to minimize $E[e^2(t)]$ subject to the "soft" constraints on the frequency response of the filter. "The constraints are called soft
because, unlike constraints in most optimization problems, they can be violated (not satisfied exactly)" (Ref. 20:10). The constraints are specified at c frequencies, W1, W2, ..., Wc and are given by

\[
H(jW1) = A1*exp[j\angle H(jW1)] \\
H(jW2) = A2*exp[j\angle H(jW2)] \\
\quad \vdots \\
H(jWc) = Ac*exp[j\angle H(jWc)]
\]

where the magnitude of H(jW1) = A1 and the phase of H(jW1) = \angle H(jW1). Figure III-3 further illustrates the above relationships.

Friedlander and Morf (Ref. 19:381) claim that FIR linear-phase filters are "important for applications where frequency dispersion due to nonlinear phase is harmful, e.g., speech processing and data transmission." They also claim that "relatively little work seems to have been done on adaptive linear-phase filters." Therefore, to insure a linear-phase filter, the constraint frequencies were chosen to be evenly spaced within the frequency band of interest in the computer simulation.

To derive the soft-constraint LMS algorithm, a set of matrices A, B, and H, called respectively, the constraint matrix, the weighting matrix, and the frequency matrix, are defined as follows. The constraint matrix, A, is a function of A1, A2, ..., Ac and the required phases associated with frequencies W1, W2, ..., Wc. The weighting matrix, B, is a
Figure III-3 Relationships of $H(jw)$
function of the weight assigned to each constraint frequency. The frequency matrix, H, is a function of the frequencies at which constraints are specified.

To implement the algorithm in a computer model the A matrix, which is complex, is resolved into its real and imaginary parts. Thus, for an adaptive filter with n+1 weights at a particular constraint frequency, Wi, the ith submatrix of the matrix A, the Ai matrix, would be given by

\[
Ai = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \cos(-WiT) & \cos(-2WiT) & \cdots & \cos(-nWiT) \\
0 & \sin(-WiT) & \sin(-2WiT) & \cdots & \sin(-nWiT)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The above matrix is "stacked" with the other Ak matrices associated with each constraint frequency Wk to obtain the final A matrix. Thus, for C constraint frequencies, the A matrix is given by

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \cos(-W1T) & \cos(-2W1T) & \cdots & \cos(-nW1T) \\
0 & \sin(-W1T) & \cos(-2W1T) & \cdots & \cos(-nW1T) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & & \vdots \\
1 & \cos(-WCt) & \cos(-2WCt) & \cdots & \cos(-nWCt) \\
0 & \sin(-WCt) & \sin(-2WCt) & \cdots & \sin(-nWCt)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Since the A matrix was expanded into real and imaginary parts, the number of terms in the H vector must be doubled. Thus, the H vector becomes
The requirement for the algorithm is to minimize \( E[e^2(t)] \) subject to the constraint \((AW-H)^TB(AW-H)\). One can show that minimizing

\[
E[e^2(t)] + (AW-H)^TB(AW-H)
\]

using the steepest descent philosophy gives (Ref. 20)

\[
W(j+1) = W(j) + 2Kse(j)X(j) - 2KsATB[ AW(j) - H ]
\]

or, equivalently,

\[
W(j+1) = (I - 2KsATBA)W(j) + 2Kse(j)X(j) + 2KsATBH
\]

where

- \( A \) is the constraint matrix
- \( B \) is the weighting matrix
- \( H \) is the frequency vector
- \( I \) is the identity matrix

Observe that once the constraint frequencies are chosen the terms of the \( A \) matrix and \( H \) vector become constant and do not change with each iteration of the algorithm. The values of the diagonal of the \( B \) matrix are user selectable at the
beginning of the computer simulation. These values of the constraint weighting matrix determine the relative importance of meeting the constraint at each constraint frequency. Note that by setting $B = 0$ in equation (57) the LMS algorithm given by equation (48) is obtained. Thus, it can be seen that the LMS algorithm is a special case of the soft-constraint LMS algorithm.

Theoretically, the adaptive filter's frequency response shown in Figure III-4a is possible with the proper choice of constraint weights. However, it was felt that more effective notches could be obtained by not requiring that the adaptive filter also act as a low pass filter (Figure III-4b). Therefore, a tenth order Butterworth low pass filter (Figure III-4c) was used in tandem with the adaptive filter in the computer model.

The equivalent algorithm given by equation (58) is implemented by the computer model discussed in the next chapter.
Figure III-4 Frequency Responses of Filters
IV. COMPUTER MODEL

Simulation Method Overview

To fully comprehend the results of this thesis effort, an understanding of the method of simulation must first be developed. The computer program presented in Appendix A models a spread spectrum receiver preceded by an adaptive notch filter using the soft-constraint algorithm. Figure IV-1 shows a simplified block diagram of the receiver and filter computer model. The program generates the spread spectrum signal, $S(K)$, the jammer's signal, $J(K)$, and the noise, $N(K)$, in the digital domain and adds them together to form the received signal, $X(K)$. This received signal is viewed as sampled data points at instances $K$, $K+1$, $K+2$, ... and enters the adaptive filter. At each of these instances, the weight coefficients of the adaptive filter are computed and used to obtain the filter output, $Y(K)$. After a user selected number of iterations, the final weight coefficients are used to compute and plot the filter's frequency response. Next, the same SS, jammer, and noise signals that had contributed to the received signal are separately sent through the final weighted filter. Then, based upon the filter output, their separate powers are computed. These signal powers are then presented to the SS receiver and the receiver's output powers are calculated along with various signal to noise and signal to jammer ratios.
ESTABLISH INITIAL CONDITIONS

GENERATE $S(K), J(K), N(K)$

CALCULATE FILTER WEIGHTS

CALCULATE & PLOT FREQUENCY RESPONSE

CALCULATE VARIOUS INPUT & OUTPUT S/J RATIOS

Figure IV-1 Simplified Flow Diagram
Error Prevention

In order to prevent the truncation and roundoff errors that are characteristic of digital computers, two preventive measures were taken. First, the method of frequency scaling is utilized so that all frequency values are much smaller than they would be in actual systems. For example, in the computer simulation a PG of 100 is a nominal figure, whereas, in actual systems PG can range from $10^3$ to $10^6$. The second preventive measure is to simulate the receiver in the baseband or low pass region. This is the same as considering perfect carrier recovery as noted in the assumptions in the introductory chapter.

In addition, to simplify the calculations and computer model, the power of the received spread spectrum signal is taken to be 1.0 and the signal pulse duration is taken to be 1.0 seconds. Recall, that for a pulse of unit width, most of the "information" or "area" in the frequency domain lies between $-2\pi$ and $+2\pi$. Therefore, the receiver's input filter has a bandwidth from $-2\pi$ to $+2\pi$. This baseband bandwidth and the fact that the signal power equals one must be kept in mind in order to select reasonable values for the AWG noise power and the jammer's power and frequency.

Preliminary Steps

Before the main program, ADAPSS, can be executed a file of random numbers with a normal $(0,1)$ distribution must be available. To obtain the random numbers the subroutine "GGNML" of the International Mathematical and Statistical
Libraries (IMSL) was used in the following program:

```fortran
PROGRAM NEWRN
INTEGER NR
REAL R(1000)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED
OPEN(16,FILE='RNFILE')
REWIND 16
NR=1000
DSEED=123457D.0
CALL GGNML(DSEED,NR,R)
WRITE(16,'(F12.8)')R
END
```

Once the generation of the random numbers is completed the ADAPSS program can be started. Of course, the first steps in the program declare the variables and assign initial conditions. Then, the program computes the constant values of the A matrix and H vector based upon the constraint frequencies as explained in Chapter III.

The program then asks for the user selected input parameters such as the number of hops made by the jammer, the jammer's power and frequency at each hop, the noise power, the processing gain of the SS receiver, and the convergent factor of the soft-constraint LMS algorithm. The user also selects the B matrix weighting value associated with each constraint frequency.

Finally, the user selects the number of iterations that the adaptive filter algorithm is to perform before arriving at a final set of weight coefficients. Put another way, the user selects the number of data points or inputs into the adaptive filter desired. In either case, the number selected is added to 19 before input to the computer program. This is
necessary because the adaptive filter is modeled as having 19 delay elements and therefore, the first 19 data points or samples are assigned as initial conditions.

After all the user variables have been selected, the program computes the values of several matrices that depend on the B matrix weighting values. Then the program starts the "do loop" which is the basis of the iterative process to solve the adaptive filter's algorithm. The first steps inside the do loop are used to calculate the jammer, noise, and spread spectrum signals.

Signal, Noise, and Jammer Calculation

At the beginning of each iteration of the do loop a new random number is read from the random number file. The random number is used in the calculation of the signal and noise.

If the random number is positive, then the value of the SS signal is +1 and if the random number is negative, then the value of the SS signal is -1. Since the sample time, T, is 0.2 seconds and the duration of the SS signal is 1.0 second, the sign of the random number is checked every 5th iteration to determine the value of the SS signal for the next 5 data points.

The value of the noise is determined by passing the normally distributed random number through a low pass 2nd order Butterworth spectral shaping filter. The amplitude of the filter, AMP, depends upon the user selected noise power, NPWR, and was found experimentally to be given by
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AMP = $\sqrt{NPWR/0.17}$  

(59)

It turns out that the value of the noise is calculated from the current random number as well as the previous random number and noise value.

The jamming signal is given by

$$J(K) = \sqrt{2*JPR} \cos(FJ*K*T)$$

(60)

where

- $JPR$ = power of the jammer
- $FJ$ = frequency of the jammer
- $K$ = iteration of the do loop
- $T$ = sampling period

The SS signal, $S(K)$, the noise, $N(K)$, and the jamming signal, $J(K)$, are added together to obtain the data points, $X(K)$, applied to the adaptive filter input.

Adaptive Filter Weights

Recall from Chapter III that the soft-constraint LMS algorithm uses the data points, $x(j)$, and the error signal, $e(j)$, to determine the filter weights. Recall also that

$$e(j) = d(j) - y(j)$$

(35)

However, since the desired signal, $d(j)$, is unknown, let $d(j) = 0$, and thus, $e(j) = -y(j)$. The next step in the do loop calculates $y(j)$ where $j$ has been replaced by $K$ in the program. It can be seen from Figure III-2 that
\[ Y(K) = X(K)W_1 + X(K-1)W_2 + \ldots + X(K-19)W_{20}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (61)

Thus, using \( e(j) = -Y(K) \), \( X(K) \), and the matrices calculated earlier, the filter weights are computed by using the algorithm given by equation (58) just before the end of the do loop. The steps in the do loop are repeated as often as desired to arrive at the final filter weights by the iterative process. The final weights are passed to two subroutines, XFER and PWROUT, before the end of the main program.

Subroutines

The XFER subroutine uses the final filter weights to find the transfer function of the adaptive filter. The magnitude of the transfer function is found at increments of 0.04 radians. The transfer function is multiplied by a 10th order Butterworth low pass filter to simulate the input bandpass filter of an actual receiver. The results at each frequency are stored in different files associated with each jammer's hop for subsequent plotting.

The PWROUT subroutine computes the signal, noise, and jammer powers at the adaptive filter output. These powers are found by passing 200 sample points of each signal through the filter with the weights set to the final values determined by the main program. The output of the filter, \( Y(K) \), for each type of signal, is squared and the sum of the squares are divided by 200 to find the average power. The various signal to noise and jammer ratios are multiplied by
the processing gain, $PG$, to find the ratios associated with the output of the spread spectrum receiver.

There are several other subroutines used to print out the values of the various matrices calculated during the program. While the values of these matrices can be interesting, these subroutines were generally used for debugging the program.
The results of this thesis effort are presented mainly in the form of plots in this chapter. As a starting point, the power spectral density (PSD) of the input (received) SS signal and noise are shown in Figures V-1 and V-2, respectively. Although the frequency axis only extends to 8 rad/sec, it is easy to see that most of the SS signal's energy is below $2\pi$ rad/sec as expected for one second duration pulses. The PSD of the input (received) jammer signal is not plotted since the PSD of a CW sinusoid is merely an impulse.

The Constant Conditions

Although the computer program was written to prompt the user to select many parameters, some of the initial parameters are set in the beginning of the program. For example, the first nineteen data samples, $X(K)$, and the initial twenty filter weights, are set to 0.05. Also, the ten constraint frequencies are set to 1.0, 2.1, 3.1, 4.2, 5.2, 6.3, 10, 12, 13, and 14 rad/sec. The sampling period, $T$, is passed into all the applicable subroutines as a variable, but is set to 0.2 seconds in the initial conditions.

In addition to the above conditions, all of the following results have in common some of the user selectable parameters. For example, the noise power was always selected...
Figure V-1  Received SS Signal
Figure V-2  Received Noise
as 0.8 and the convergent factor, Ks, was always selected to be -0.003. This value was found experimentally to give the best results. Although this value appears small, larger absolute values caused instability in the filter.

Finally, the transfer function of the adaptive filter before the reception of any signals is presented in Figure V-3. This baseline plot will help emphasize the changes made by the adaptive filter to reduce the effect of the jammer.

**Single Frequency Jammer**

This section shows how well the adaptive filter responds to a jamming signal located at a particular frequency. For all the results presented in this section the jammer's power was selected as 100 watts or 20 dB.

Figures V-4 to V-16 show the transfer function of the adaptive filter after a certain number of iterations of the soft-constraint LMS algorithm for a jammer located at 3.6 rad/sec. Table V-1 summarizes the results presented by these figures. Observe in Figure V-4 that after only 3 seconds (15 iterations times a sampling interval of 0.2 seconds) the notch has already begun to appear. This is even more interesting when one recalls that after 15 iterations the 19 element tapped delay line still contains 4 data points supplied as initial conditions by the computer program.

Observe also how the notch depth continues to vary even after a significant number of data samples have been analyzed. This is presumably due to the iterative nature of the algorithm. Nevertheless, all of the notches extend to at
Figure V-3  Adaptive Filter Initial Condition
Table V-1

Summary of Notch Depths and Algorithm Iterations
For a 20 dB Jammer Located at 3.6 rad/sec

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>Notch Depth (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure V-5  24 Iterations
Figure V-6 26 Iterations
Figure V-7 35 Iterations
Figure V-10  75 Iterations
Figure V-11  100 Iterations
Figure V-12 200 Iterations
Figure V-13  500 Iterations
Figure V-14  1000 Iterations
Figure V-15  2000 Iterations
least -34dB which would substantially reduce the effect of a 20dB jammer.

The above results, (Figures V-4 to V-16) were obtained with the B matrix weighting values for all the constraint frequencies selected as 10.0. The ability to easily change the weights associated with each constraint frequency makes this adaptive filter particularly useful.

For example, Figure V-17 shows the transfer function after 500 iterations with a jammer frequency of 4.7 rad/sec and all the frequency constraint weights set to 10.0. However, suppose that by prior knowledge (or through external circuitry within a few data samples) it is known that the jammer's frequency will be (or is) 4.7 rad/sec. By changing the B matrix weights associated with 4.2 and 5.2 rad/sec to 1.0 and keeping the other weights equal to 10.0 the improvement shown by Figure V-18 is obtained.

**Frequency Hopping Jammer**

This section illustrates how well this adaptive filter adapts when the jammer hops to a new frequency. If the jammer determines or senses that his jamming at one frequency is not effective he may "hop" his jamming signal to another frequency. It is important that the adaptive filter quickly recognize the new jamming frequency and adjust its notch accordingly.

Start with a well established (500 data samples) jammer at 5.7 rad/sec illustrated by Figure V-19. The jammer then hops to 4.7 rad/sec. After just 20 more data samples or
Figure V-17 500 Iterations
Figure V-18  500 Iterations
Figure V-19  500 Iterations
iterations the adaptive filter has produced an effective notch at 4.7 rad/sec as shown by Figure V-20.

As a second example, start again with the jammer at 5.7 rad/sec (Figure V-19). This time the jammer hops to 1.6 rad/sec. As shown in Figure V-21, after only 10 data samples, the notch is beginning to form and after 40 data samples Figure V-22 shows an extremely effective notch at 1.6 rad/sec.

Two Jammers

This section shows how well the adaptive filter responds to two jammers at different frequencies. Suppose, that the jammer determines that hopping his jamming signal is not effective. The jammer may decide to divide his available power between two jamming signals. Thus, it is important that the adaptive filter be effective for more than one jammer. All the results of this section involve two jamming signals with powers of 50 watts or 17 dB each.

In the first example, Figure V-23 shows the transfer function of the adaptive filter after 200 iterations with jammers located at 3.7 and 4.7 rad/sec. In the second example, the jammers are located at 1.6 and 5.7 rad/sec, and after 100 iterations, the transfer function appears as shown in Figure V-24 with all the frequency constraint weights set to 10.0. To improve this transfer function, suppose, as was done previously, that by prior knowledge or through additional circuitry within a few data samples it is known that the jammers' frequencies are 1.6 and 5.7 rad/sec. By
Figure V-21 10 More Iterations
Figure V-22 40 Iterations
Figure V-24  2 Jammers

V-29
keeping the B matrix weights associated with 3.1 and 4.2 rad/sec set to 10.0 and changing all the other weights to 1.0, the improvement shown by Figure V-25 is obtained.

Performance Improvement

This section presents the improvement in signal to noise type ratios measured at the output of a spread spectrum receiver preceded by the new adaptive filter. The powers of the various signals were calculated as explained in Chapter IV under the "Subroutines" section. Several examples are given.

When the adaptive filter algorithm runs for 49 iterations as shown in Figure V-9 then a notch depth of -44dB is obtained which appears to be an average depth. When using an SS receiver with a processing gain of 100, the following results are obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
S/N &= 43.2 \\
S/J &= 4.27 \\
S/(N+J) &= 3.88
\end{align*}
\]

When the adaptive filter is not used with the above receiver these results are obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
S/N &= 57.5 \\
S/J &= 1.0 \\
S/(N+J) &= 0.983
\end{align*}
\]

As a second example, a greater improvement in \( S/(N+J) \) can be found by running the algorithm for only 35 iterations to obtain the deeper notch shown in Figure V-7. Using this result and the same SS receiver gives:
$S/N = 57.1$
$S/J = 6.13$
$S/(N+J) = 5.53$

Thirdly, when using an SS receiver with a PG of 1000 and running the algorithm for 500 iterations (Figure V-17) the results are:

$S/N = 290.9$
$S/J = 57.6$
$S/(N+J) = 48.1$

Finally, recall that the notch in Figure V-17 was improved (Figure V-18) by changing the appropriate frequency constraint weights. This change also improves the receiver performance results as shown by:

$S/N = 294.8$
$S/J = 69.4$
$S/(N+J) = 56.2$

These results are summarized in the final chapter, Conclusions and Recommendations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

This thesis has determined the improvement in performance gained by using the soft-constraint LMS algorithm with an adaptive filter in conjunction with a spread spectrum receiver. For an average size notch depth in the adaptive filter it was found that the signal to jammer ratio improved by a factor of 4.27 over an SS system without an adaptive filter. For an extremely deep notch the signal to jammer ratio improved by a factor of 6.13.

It was also found that by appropriate choice of the frequency constraint weights a slightly greater signal to jammer ratio can be obtained.

More importantly, it was found that the soft-constraint LMS algorithm is well suited for use in adaptive notch filters. In the presence of noise and SS signals, a 20 db jamming signal causes notch depths ranging from -34 dB to -77 dB.

Recommendations

Much more information about the soft-constraint LMS algorithm/adaptive filter/SS receiver combination can be obtained with no changes made to the ADAPSS program. It is therefore recommended that

(1) the effect of higher and lower power jammers be studied,
(2) the effect of higher and lower noise powers be studied,

(3) the effect of larger frequency constraint weights be studied,

(4) the optimum convergent factor be found. (It is suggested that finding the maximum eigenvalue of the data may be helpful here.)

It is further recommended that by making minor changes to the program, studies may be made to find

(5) the effect of changes in the sampling time,

(6) the effect of different constraint frequencies,

(7) the effect of a slowly moving or wideband jammer.

Of course, with extensive program changes the effect of more or less taps in the adaptive filter can be studied and even different adaptive filters with the same SS receiver could be compared.
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Appendix A

ADAPSS Program

The ADAPSS (Adaptive/Spread Spectrum) program that follows was written in FORTRAN 77 using the UNIX "vi" editor and executed on a VAX 11/780. The program results are stored in various files for subsequent plotting. The results presented in Chapter V were obtained by using the "S" language and an HP plotter. Details on the execution of the ADAPSS program can be found in Chapter IV.

Input File

RNFILE - This file of random numbers with a normal (0,1) distribution must reside in memory before execution of the ADAPSS program begins. The generation of this file is covered in the "Preliminary Steps" section of Chapter IV.

Output Files

wvalues - frequency values in radians used to plot the adaptive filter's frequency response after completion of program.

h1values - magnitude in dB corresponding to the frequencies in the wvalues file. The 1 indicates these results are for the first position of a hopping jammer.

h2values - magnitude in dB for the second position of a hopping jammer.
h3values - magnitude in dB for the third position of a hopping jammer.

**Double Precision Variables**

X - data value which enters the adaptive filter.
Y - data value which exits the adaptive filter.
S - spread spectrum signal value.
J - jammer value.
N - noise value.
RN - random number read from RNFILE.
T - sampling time.
AMP - amplitude of noise spectral shaping filter.
NPWR - noise power.
JPWR - jammer power.
FJ - frequency of jammer.
PG - processing gain.
TAU - this scaling factor needs to be set to 0.05 in the initial conditions.
WT - adaptive filter weight vector.
IDENT - identity matrix.
TERM1, TERM2, TERM3, TERM4 - intermediate results.
AT - "A" matrix transposed.
ATB, ATBA, ATBH - intermediate matrix results.
WC - array of constraint frequencies.
KS - convergent factor.
PI - 3.1415926536.
**Integer Variables**

K - main do loop counter.

KMAX - user selected value of final do loop iteration.

CASE - user selected value outputted in results file.

Q, L, M1 - do loop counters.

FREQ - do loop counter used to keep track of hops made by jammer.

M1 - user selected number of frequencies at which jammer will appear.

**Real Variable**

XX - the integer K converted to a real number.

**Subroutine XFER**

**Complex Variables**

HXFER - complex magnitude of transfer function.

HXFER1, HXFER2 - intermediate results.

I - imaginary number (0+j1).

LPD - denominator of low pass filter.

**Double Precision Variables**

WT - adaptive filter weight vector.

W - frequency in radians.

T - sampling time.

ABSH - absolute magnitude of transfer function.

DELW - an increment of frequency.

DB - magnitude of transfer function in dB.
Real Variables

PI - 3.14159265
PI2 - 2*PI
A1 thru A9 - constants used in calculating the 10th order low pass filter.
LPH - magnitude of low pass filter.
LPNR - numerator of low pass filter.
LPDR - magnitude of low pass filter denominator.

Integer Variables

L - do loop counter.
FREQ - do loop counter used to keep track of number of hops made by jammer.

Subroutine PWROUT

Real Variables

YHAT - data value at output of adaptive filter.
NOPOUT - noise power at filter output.
SIPOUT - signal power at filter output.
JAPOUT - jammer power at filter output.
NOISIN - calculated input noise power.
PWR, NCALC - intermediate results.
**Program ADAPSS**

Program: ADAPSS

Author: Capt John R Way, Jr

Purpose: Adaptive Filter and SS Receiver Simulation

Last Modification: 21 January 1984

**VARIABLES AND DECLARATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTEGER K, KMAX, CASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE PRECISION X(10000), Y(10000), J(10000), RN(10000), N(10000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE PRECISION AMP, S(10000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE PRECISION T, NPWR, P, FJ, JPWR, TAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAL XK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following are filter variables:

| DOUBLE PRECISION WT(20,1), IDENT(20,20), TERM4(20,1) |
| DOUBLE PRECISION A(20,20), AT(20,20), H(20,1), B(20,20) |
| DOUBLE PRECISION WC(10), PI, ATB(20,20), ATBA(20,20) |
| DOUBLE PRECISION ATBH(20,1) |
| DOUBLE PRECISION KS, TERM1(20,20), TERM2(20,1), TERM3(20,1) |
| INTEGER Q, L, M, MI, FREQ |

**OPEN**

- OPEN(15, FILE='results')
- OPEN(16, FILE='arrayres')
- OPEN(17, FILE='wvalues')
- OPEN(18, FILE='h1values')
- OPEN(19, FILE='RNFILE')
- OPEN(13, FILE='h2values')
- OPEN(14, FILE='h3values')

REWIND 13
REWIND 14
REWIND 15
REWIND 16
REWIND 17
REWIND 18
REWIND 19

**THIS SECTION SETS UP THE INITIAL CONDITIONS**

PI = 3.1415926536
T = 0.2
DATA WT/20*8., 8/5/
DATA (X(Q), O-1, 9)/I/9*.#5/
DATA IDENT/400*B.8/
DATA 8/455*5./-

**THIS LARGE SECTION SETS UP THE PERMANENT ARRAYS**

C THIS SECTION DEFINES THE IDENTITY MATRIX 'IDENT'

DO 60 Q=1,20
IDENT(Q,Q)=1.0

---

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program
65 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,'(* The following is array IDENT:*))
CALL MTX9(IDENT,28,28)

C THIS SECTION DEFINES THE VALUES FOR WC (C FOR CONSTRAINED)
DO 67 Q=1,6
WC(Q)= Q*(2*PI/6.8)
67 CONTINUE
WC(7)=18.8
WC(8)=12.8
WC(9)=13.8
WC(10)=14.8
WRITE(16,'(* The following is vector WC:*))
CALL VECOUT(WC,18,1)

C THIS SECTION DEFINES THE VALUES FOR THE VECTOR H
DO 78 Q=1,19,2
H(Q,1)= DCOS(TAU*WC(Q+1)/2))
78 CONTINUE
DO 82 Q=2,20,2
H(Q,1)= DSIN(TAU*(-WC(0)/2)))
82 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,'(* The following is vector H:*))
CALL VECOUT(H,28,1)

C THIS SECTION DEFINES THE ARRAY A
DATA (A(Q,1),Q=1,19,2)/18*1.8/
DATA (A(Q,1),Q=2,20,2)/18*1.8/
DO 94 L=1,19,2
DO 94 Q=2,28
A(L,Q)= DCOS((Q-1)*WC((L+1)/2)*T)
94 CONTINUE
DO 99 L=2,28,2
DO 99 Q=2,28
A(L,Q)= DSIN((Q-1)*WC(L/2)*T)
99 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,'(* The following is array A:*))
CALL MTX9(A,28,28)

C THIS SECTION TRANSPOSES THE ARRAY 'A' INTO 'AT'
DO 107 L=1,20
DO 107 Q=1,20
AT(Q,L)= A(L,Q)
107 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,'(* The following is array AT:*))
CALL MTXOUT(AT,28,28)

PRINT*, 'INPUT CASE NUMBER'
READ*, CASE
PRINT*, CASE
WRITE(15,*)
WRITE(15,'(* THE FOLLOWING RESULTS ARE FOR CASE:*,I3*)')CASE
PRINT*, 'INPUT THE NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES AT WHICH'
PRINT*, 'THE SINGLE JAMMER WILL APPEAR: 1,2,or3'
READ*, M
PRINT*, M
WRITE(15,'(* NUMBER OF HOPS MADE BY JAMMER:*,I2*)')M-1
DO 328 FREQ=1,M

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)
**THIS SECTION ASKS FOR THE VARIOUS INPUT PARAMETERS:**

- **KS** Convergent Factor
- **KMAX** Number of Iterations plus 19
- **B** Constraint Weighting Matrix
- **JPWR** Jammer Power
- **FJ** Jammer Frequency
- **NPWR** Noise Power
- **PG** Processing Gain

**PRINT**, ' INPUT CONVERGENT FACTOR, KS'
READ*, KS
PRINT*, KS
WRITE(15,'(" CONVERGENT FACTOR:*,F9.5")')KS
PRINT*, '

**PRINT**, ' INPUT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS + 19'
READ*, KMAX
PRINT*, KMAX
WRITE(15,'(" NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:*,I5")')KMAX-19
PRINT*, '

**PRINT**, ' ENTER THE 'B' ARRAY VALUES BELOW THE '
PRINT*, ' CORRESPONDING CONSTRAINT FREQUENCIES WC:'
PRINT*, ' 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.2 5.2 6.3 10. 12. 13. 14.'
READ*, B(2,2), B(4,4), B(6,6), B(8,8), B(10,10), B(12,12), B(14,14), B(16,16), B(18,18), B(20,20)
WRITE(15,'(" CONSTRAINT WEIGHTS APPEAR BELOW FREQUENCIES")')
WRITE(15,'(" 1.0 2.1 3.1 4.2 5.2 6.3 10. 12. 13. 14.")')
WRITE(15,900)(B(0.0), 0-2.20.2)
900 FORMAT(I(F4.0))
PRINT*, '

**PRINT**, ' BEAR IN MIND WHEN SELECTING THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS'
**PRINT**, ' THAT THE POWER OF THE SPREAD SIGNAL IS TAKEN TO BE 1.0'
**PRINT**, ' AND THE SIGNAL PULSE WIDTH IS ASSUMED TO BE 1.0 SEC.'
**PRINT**, '

**PRINT**, ' ENTER THE "S PROCESSING GAIN, PG"'
READ*, PG
PRINT*, PG
WRITE(15,'(" PROCESSING GAIN:*,F6.0")')PG
**PRINT**, ' ENTER THE "S NOISE POWER, NPWR"'
READ*, NPWR
PRINT*, NPWR
WRITE(15,'(" NOISE POWER:*,F4.1")')NPWR
**PRINT**, ' ENTER THE "S POWER OF JAMMER, JPWR"'
READ*, JPWR
PRINT*, JPWR
WRITE(15,'(" POWER OF JAMMER:*,F5.1")')JPWR
**PRINT**, ' ENTER THE "S FREQUENCY OF JAMMER IN RADIANS, FJ"'
READ*, FJ
PRINT*, FJ
WRITE(15,'(" FREQUENCY OF JAMMER IN RADIANS:*,F4.1")')FJ

**THIS SECTION SETS UP THE ARRAYS THAT VARY WITH THE CHOICE OF B VALUES**

C **THIS SECTION CONTINUES TO DEFINE THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX 'B'**
DO 180 Q=1,19,2
B(Q,Q) = B(Q+1,Q+1)
180 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,'(" The following is array B:")')
CALL BOUT(B,20,20)

C **THIS SECTION COMPUTES: 'AT' TIMES 'B' = 'ATB'**
CALL MULT(AT.B,ATB,20,20,20)
WRITE(16,'(" The following is array ATB:")')
CALL MTXOUT(ATB,20,20)

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)
C THIS SECTION COMPUTES: 'ATB' TIMES 'A' = 'ATBA'
CALL MULT(ATB,A,ATBA,20,20,20)
WRITE(16,'(" The following is array ATBA")')
CALL MTS9(ATBA,20,20)

C THIS SECTION COMPUTES TERM1 = 1 + 2*ks*AT*B*A
DO 190 Q=1,20
DO 190 L=1,20
TERM1(Q,L) = IDENT(Q,L) + 2.0*KS*ATBA(Q,L)
190 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,'(" The following is array TERM1")')
CALL MTS9(TERM1,20,20)

C THIS SECTION COMPUTES: 'ATB' TIMES 'H' = 'ATBH'
CALL MULT(ATB,H,ATBH,20,20,20,20,1)
WRITE(16,'(" The following is vector ATBH")')
CALL VECOUT(ATBH,20,20,1)

C THIS SECTION COMPUTES TERM2 = 2*ks*AT*B*H
DO 192 Q=1,20
TERM2(Q,1) = 2*KS*ATBH(Q,1)
192 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,'(" The following is vector TERM2")')
CALL VECOUT(TERM2,20,20,1)

RN(19) = 0.0
RN(18) = 0.0
N(19) = 0.0
N(18) = 0.0
S(19) = -1.0

C THE NEXT LINE COMPUTES AMPLITUDE, AMP, OF THE NOISE SPECTRAL
C SHAPING FILTER WHICH IS NECESSARY TO COMPUTE N(K)
AMP = DSQRT(NPWR/8.17)

C Start do loop here
DO 292 K = 20, KMAX
C Read in rn(k)
READ(19,*) RN(K)
C Calculate j(k)
J(K) = DSQRT(2*JPWR)*DCOS(F3*K*T)
C Calculate n(k)
N(K) = (9*AMP*T**2*(RN(K)+2*RN(K-1)+RN(K-2)) - (18*T**2-9)*N(K-1) - (9*T**2-8.48528*T+4)*N(K-2))/(9*T**2+8.48528*T+4)
C Calculate s(k)
XX = K
IF (MOD(XX,(I.+T)),EQ.0.0) THEN
  IF (RN(K),GT.0.0) THEN
    S(K) = 1.0
  ELSE
    S(K) = -1.0
  END IF
ELSE
  S(K) = S(K-1)
ENDIF
C Calculate x(k)
X(K) = S(K) * J(K) + N(K)

Figure A-1  ADAPSS Program (cont.)
THIS SECTION OF THE PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE THE WEIGHT COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ADAPTIVE FILTER.

CALL MULT(TERM1,WT,TERM3,2E,28,1)

Y(K) = X(K)*WT(1,1) + X(K-1)*WT(2,1) + X(K-2)*WT(3,1)
+ X(K-3)*WT(4,1) + X(K-4)*WT(5,1) + X(K-5)*WT(6,1)
+ X(K-6)*WT(7,1) + X(K-7)*WT(8,1) + X(K-8)*WT(9,1)
+ X(K-9)*WT(10,1) + X(K-10)*WT(11,1) + X(K-11)*WT(12,1)
+ X(K-12)*WT(13,1) + X(K-13)*WT(14,1) + X(K-14)*WT(15,1)
+ X(K-15)*WT(16,1) + X(K-16)*WT(17,1) + X(K-17)*WT(18,1)
+ X(K-18)*WT(19,1) + X(K-19)*WT(20,1) + X(K-20)*WT(21,1)

DO 252 O=1,28
TERM4(O,1) = 2*KS*Y(K)*X(K+1-Q)
252 CONTINUE

DO 256 O=1,28
WT(O,1) = TERM3(O,1) - TERM4(O,1) - TERM2(O,1)
256 CONTINUE

THIS SECTION DISPLAYS INTERMEDIATE FILTER WEIGHTS EVERY 'SHOW' ITERATIONS OF THE DO LOOP

WHEN RUNNING THE PROGRAM FOR A LARGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IT MAY BE DESIRED TO SEE INTERMEDIATE FILTER WEIGHTS. IF SO, REPLACE 'SHOW' IN THE STATEMENT BELOW WITH THE DESIRED FREQUENCY OF OBSERVATIONS AND REMOVE THE COMMENT CHARACTER 'C' FROM THE FOLLOWING FORTRAN STATEMENTS:

XK =
IF ( MOD(XK,58.8).EQ. 58 ) THEN
  PRINT* , FOR K = 1, K
  PRINC* , WT(1) = WT(1,1)
  PRINC* , WT(2) = WT(2,1)
  PRINC* , WT(3) = WT(3,1)
  PRINC* , WT(4) = WT(4,1)
  PRINT* , WT(5) = WT(5,1)
  PRINT* , WT(6) = WT(6,1)
  PRINT* , WT(7) = WT(7,1)
  PRINT* , WT(8) = WT(8,1)
  PRINT* , WT(9) = WT(9,1)
  PRINT* , WT(10) = WT(10,1)
  PRINT* , WT(11) = WT(11,1)
  PRINT* , WT(12) = WT(12,1)
  PRINT* , WT(13) = WT(13,1)
  PRINT* , WT(14) = WT(14,1)
  PRINT* , WT(15) = WT(15,1)
  PRINT* , WT(16) = WT(16,1)
  PRINT* , WT(17) = WT(17,1)
  PRINT* , WT(18) = WT(18,1)
  PRINT* , WT(19) = WT(19,1)
  PRINT* , WT(20) = WT(20,1)
END IF

292 CONTINUE

K = K - 1
PRINT* , FOR K = 1, K
PRINT* , R(N(K)) = R(N(K))
PRINT* , S(K) = S(K)
PRINT* , J(K) = J(K)

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)
DO 324 M1 = 1, 19
X(M1) = X(KMAX-19+M1)
324 CONTINUE

CALL PWROUT(WT,JPWR,FJ,AMP,PG,T)
CALL XFER(WT,T,FREQ)
328 CONTINUE

END

SUBROUTINE XFER(WT,T,FREQ)
COMPLEX HXFER1, HXFER2
DOUBLE PRECISION WT(28,1)
DOUBLE PRECISION WT, ABSH, DEIW, DB
INTEGER L, FREQ
COMPLEX LPD, I
REAL PI, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A9, PI2
REAL LPNR, LPDR, LPH
INTEGER L
WRITE(15,(* FOR JAMMER HOP NUMBER: *.I2,12)') FREQ-1
WRITE(15,(* THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE IS GIVEN BY: *))
PI = 3.14159265
PI2 = PI*2
A1 = 6.3924532
A2 = 28.4317291
A3 = 42.8020611
A4 = 42.8528611
A5 = 74.2334292
A6 = 64.8823963
A7 = 74.2334292
A8 = 64.8823963
A9 = 8.3924532
I = (8.8, 1.8)
DEIW = 8.84
DO 396 L = 1, 288
W = L*DEIW
HXFER1 = WT(1,1) + (DCOS(19*W*T) + I*(DSIN(19*W*T)))
+ WT(2,1) + (DCOS(18*W*T) + I*(DSIN(18*W*T)))
+ WT(3,1) + (DCOS(17*W*T) + I*(DSIN(17*W*T)))
+ WT(4,1) + (DCOS(16*W*T) + I*(DSIN(16*W*T)))
+ WT(5,1) + (DCOS(15*W*T) + I*(DSIN(15*W*T)))

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)
* + WT(6.1) * (DCOS(14*W*T) + I*(DSIN(14*W*T)))
+ WT(7.1) * (DCOS(13*W*T) + I*(DSIN(13*W*T)))
+ WT(8.1) * (DCOS(12*W*T) + I*(DSIN(12*W*T)))
+ WT(9.1) * (DCOS(11*W*T) + I*(DSIN(11*W*T)))
+ WT(10.1) * (DCOS(10*W*T) + I*(DSIN(10*W*T)))
HXFER2 = WT(11.1) * (DCOS(9*W*T) + I*(DSIN(9*W*T)))
+ WT(12.1) * (DCOS(8*W*T) + I*(DSIN(8*W*T)))
+ WT(13.1) * (DCOS(7*W*T) + I*(DSIN(7*W*T)))
+ WT(14.1) * (DCOS(6*W*T) + I*(DSIN(6*W*T)))
+ WT(15.1) * (DCOS(5*W*T) + I*(DSIN(5*W*T)))
+ WT(16.1) * (DCOS(4*W*T) + I*(DSIN(4*W*T)))
+ WT(17.1) * (DCOS(3*W*T) + I*(DSIN(3*W*T)))
+ WT(18.1) * (DCOS(2*W*T) + I*(DSIN(2*W*T)))
+ WT(19.1) * (DCOS(1*W*T) + I*(DSIN(1*W*T)))
* + WT(20.1) 
HXFER = HXFER1 + HXFER2
ABSH = CABS(HXFER)
LPNR = (2*PI)**2
LPD = W**18 + A5*W**9*PI2**3 - A6*W**6*PI2**4 + A4*W**4*PI2**6 + A2*W**2*PI2**9 - A1*W*PI2**12
+ A9*W**9*PI**3 - A7*W**7*PI2**4 - A5*W**5*PI2**6 - A3*W**3*PI2**8 + A1*W*PI2**10 + A9*W**9*PI2**12
LPDR = CABS(LPD)
LPH = LPNR/LPDR
DB = 29*DLOG(ABSH*LPH)
IF(FREQ.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(17,*W)
WRITE(18,*DB)
ELSE IF (FREQ.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE(13,*DB)
ELSE
WRITE(14,*DB)
END IF
WRITE(15,'(* W = *,F5.2,T14,* H(W) = *,E12.5*)')W, DB
396 CONTINUE
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT ARRAYS WITH 12 COLUMNS
SUBROUTINE MTXOUT(AR,ROWS,COLS)
INTEGER J,L,ROWS,COLS
DOUBLE PRECISION AR(ROWS,COLS)
DO 485 J=1,ROWS
WRITE(16,981)(AR(J,L),L=1,COLS)
485 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,*)
981 FORMAT (12(F6.3))
RETURN
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE B ARRAY
SUBROUTINE BOUT(AR,ROWS,COLS)
INTEGER J,L,ROWS,COLS
DOUBLE PRECISION AR(ROWS,COLS)
DO 417 J=1,ROWS
WRITE(16,982)(AR(J,L),L=1,COLS)
417 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,*)
982 FORMAT (20(F4.1))
RETURN
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT ARRAYS WITH 9 COLUMNS
SUBROUTINE MTX9(AR,ROWS,COLS)
INTEGER J,L,ROWS,COLS
DOUBLE PRECISION AR(ROWS,COLS)
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT ARRAYS WITH 9 COLUMNS
SUBROUTINE MTX9(AR,ROWS,COLS)
INTEGER J,L,ROWS,COLS
DOUBLE PRECISION AR(ROWS,COLS)

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)
DO 429 J=1,ROWS
WRITE(16,903)(AR(J,L),L=1,COLS)
429 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,*)
903 FORMAT (19(Ix, F7.4))
RETURN
END

C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT VECTORS
SUBROUTINE VECOUT(AR,ROWS,COLS)
INTEGER J,L,ROWS,COLS
DOUBLE PRECISION AR(ROWS,COLS)
DO 441 J=1,ROWS
WRITE(16,904)(AR(J,L),L=1,COLS)
441 CONTINUE
WRITE(16,*)
904 FORMAT (F12.9)
RETURN
END

C THIS SUBROUTINE MULTIPLY A1 BY B1 TO GET C1
SUBROUTINE MULT(A1,B1,C1,AROW,ACOL,BCOL)
INTEGER K,AROW,ACOL,BCOL
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM,AICAROW,ACOL,Bl(ACOL,BCOL),C1(AROW,BCOL)
DO 458 K=1,BCOL
DO 458 L=1,AROW
SUM=0.0
DO 456 J=1,ACOL
SUM=SUM+A1(L,J)*B1(J,K)
456 CONTINUE
CI(L,K)=SUM
458 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PWROUT(WT,JPWR,FJ,AMP,PG,T)
C This section computes the powers at the filter output
C regardless of how many iterations are performed to
C obtain the filter weights
INTEGER K
DOUBLE PRECISION WT(2B.1),JPWR,FJ,AMP,PG,T
REAL S(0:221), J(221), N(-1:221), RN(-1:221), V(221)
REAL YHAT,NOPOUT,SIPOUT,JAPOUT,PWR,NCALC,NOISIN,XK
RN(0)=0.0
RN(-1)=0.0
N(0)=-1.0
S(0)=1.0
C start do loop here
DO 554 K = 1, 228
C Read in rn(k)
READ(15,*) RN(K)
C Calculate J(k)
J(K) = DSORT(2*JPWR)*DCOS(FJ*K*T)
C Calculate n(k)
N(K) = (9*AMP*T**2*(RN(K)+2*RN(K-1)+RN(K-2)-(18*T**2-8)*N(K-1)
 = (9*T**2-8.48528*T+4)*N(K-2))/(9*T**2+8.48528*T+4)
C Calculate the noise input power

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)
NCALC = NCALC + N(K)**2

C Calculate s(k)

K = K
IF (MOD(K, (1./T)).EQ.0.0) THEN
  IF (RN(K).GT.0.0) THEN
    S(K) = 1.0
  ELSE
    S(K) = -1.0
  END IF
ELSE
  S(K) = S(K-1)
END IF

584 CONTINUE

PWR = 0.0
YHAT = 0.0
DO 518 K=28,219
  V(K) = S(K)
  YHAT = V(K)*WT(1,1) + V(K-1)*WT(2,1) + V(K-2)*WT(3,1)
  + V(K-3)*WT(4,1) + V(K-4)*WT(5,1) + V(K-5)*WT(6,1)
  + V(K-6)*WT(7,1) + V(K-7)*WT(8,1) + V(K-8)*WT(9,1)
  + V(K-9)*WT(10,1) + V(K-10)*WT(11,1) + V(K-11)*WT(12,1)
  + V(K-12)*WT(13,1) + V(K-13)*WT(14,1) + V(K-14)*WT(15,1)
  + V(K-15)*WT(16,1) + V(K-16)*WT(17,1) + V(K-17)*WT(18,1)
  + V(K-18)*WT(19,1) + V(K-19)*WT(20,1)
  PWR = PWR + YHAT**2
518 CONTINUE

SIPOUT = PWR/28.8
WRITE(15,*("SIGNAL POWER AT FILTER OUTPUT: ",E14.6))SIPOUT

PWR = 0.0
YHAT = 0.0
DO 534 K=28,219
  V(K) = J(K)
  YHAT = V(K)*WT(1,1) + V(K-1)*WT(2,1) + V(K-2)*WT(3,1)
  + V(K-3)*WT(4,1) + V(K-4)*WT(5,1) + V(K-5)*WT(6,1)
  + V(K-6)*WT(7,1) + V(K-7)*WT(8,1) + V(K-8)*WT(9,1)
  + V(K-9)*WT(10,1) + V(K-10)*WT(11,1) + V(K-11)*WT(12,1)
  + V(K-12)*WT(13,1) + V(K-13)*WT(14,1) + V(K-14)*WT(15,1)
  + V(K-15)*WT(16,1) + V(K-16)*WT(17,1) + V(K-17)*WT(18,1)
  + V(K-18)*WT(19,1) + V(K-19)*WT(20,1)
  PWR = PWR + YHAT**2
534 CONTINUE

JAPOUT = PWR/28.8
WRITE(15,*("JAMMER POWER AT FILTER OUTPUT: ",E14.6))JAPOUT

PWR = 0.0
YHAT = 0.0
DO 550 K=28,219
  V(K) = N(K)
  YHAT = V(K)*WT(1,1) + V(K-1)*WT(2,1) + V(K-2)*WT(3,1)
  + V(K-3)*WT(4,1) + V(K-4)*WT(5,1) + V(K-5)*WT(6,1)
  + V(K-6)*WT(7,1) + V(K-7)*WT(8,1) + V(K-8)*WT(9,1)
  + V(K-9)*WT(10,1) + V(K-10)*WT(11,1) + V(K-11)*WT(12,1)
  + V(K-12)*WT(13,1) + V(K-13)*WT(14,1) + V(K-14)*WT(15,1)
  + V(K-15)*WT(16,1) + V(K-16)*WT(17,1) + V(K-17)*WT(18,1)
  + V(K-18)*WT(19,1) + V(K-19)*WT(20,1)
  PWR = PWR + YHAT**2
550 CONTINUE

NOPOUT = PWR/28.8
WRITE(15,*("NOISE POWER AT FILTER OUTPUT: ",E14.6))NOPOUT

NOISIN = NCALC/28.8
WRITE(15,*("CALCULATED INPUT NOISE POWER: ",E14.6))NOISIN

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)

A-13
WRITE(15,*)
WRITE(15,'(" IF THE ADAPTIVE FILTER WAS NOT USED, THE")')
WRITE(15,'(" OUTPUT RESULTS OF THE SS RECEIVER WOULD BE:")')
WRITE(15,'(" S/N= *.E14.6") PG/NOISIN
WRITE(15,'(" S/J= *.E14.6") PG/JPWR
WRITE(15,'(" S/(N+J)= *.E14.6") PG/(NOISIN+JPWR)
WRITE(15,*)
WRITE(15,'(" IF THE ADAPTIVE FILTER IS USED, THE OUTPUT")')
WRITE(15,'(" RESULTS OF THE SS RECEIVER WOULD BE:")')
WRITE(15,'(" S/N= *.E14.6") PG*SIPOUT/NOPOUT
WRITE(15,'(" S/J= *.E14.6") PG*SIPOUT/JAPOUT
WRITE(15,'(" S/(N+J)= *.E14.6") PG*SIPOUT/(NOPOUT+JAPOUT)
RETURN
END

Figure A-1 ADAPSS Program (cont.)
Appendix B

PSD Program

The PSD program that follows was written to find the power spectral density (PSD) of the SS signal and noise at the input of the adaptive filter. This program calculates the SS signal and noise in the same manner as the ADAPSS program except that 1024 sample points are computed. Then the PSDs are found by utilizing a decimation-in-frequency FFT subroutine described by Oppenheim and Schafer (Ref. 44:331). The values of the PSDs are stored in files for subsequent plotting.

Input File
RNFILE - This file of random numbers with a normal (0,1) distribution must reside in memory before execution of the PSD Program begins. The generation of this file is covered in the "Preliminary Steps" section of chapter IV.

Output Files
wvalues - frequency values in radians used to plot the PSD after completion of the program.
svalues - PSD values of the signal corresponding to the frequencies in the wvalues file.
nvalues - PSD values of the noise.
results - a general file containing various parameters of the results.
**Integer Variables**

K - main do loop counter.

KMAX - value of final do loop iteration.

Q - do loop counter.

M - value required by FFT subroutine. Total number of data points = 2**M.

**Real Variables**

RN - random number read from RNFILE.

N - noise value.

S - spread spectrum signal value.

AMP - amplitude of noise spectral shaping filter.

T - sampling time.

IK - the integer K converted to a real number.

NPWR - noise power.

W - frequency in radians.

PI - 3.1415926536.

PSS - PSD of the signal.

PSN - PSD of the noise.

**Complex Variables**

I - imaginary number (0+j1).

SCOM - complex value of SS signal.

NCOM - complex value of noise
PROGRAM PSD
C This program calculates the P.S.D. of the
C inputs S(K) and N(K) for subsequent plotting

* VARIABLES AND DECLARATIONS *

INTEGER K, KMAX, M, Q
PARAMETER (KMAX = 1155)
REAL RN(-2:KMAX), N(-2:KMAX), S(-2:KMAX), AMP
REAL T, XK, NPWR, W, PI
REAL PSS(0:511), PSN(0:511)
COMPLEX I, SCOM(0:KMAX), NCOM(0:KMAX)
OPEN(15, FILE='results')
OPEN(16, FILE='rnfile')
OPEN(17, FILE='wvalues')
OPEN(18, FILE='svalues')
OPEN(19, FILE='nvalues')
REWIND 15
REWIND 16
REWIND 17
REWIND 18
REWIND 19

* THIS SECTION SETS UP THE INITIAL CONDITIONS *

WRITE(*, '("INPUT NOISE POWER, NPWR")')
READ*, NPWR
PRINT*, NPWR
PI = 3.1415926536
T = 0.2
M = 10
RN(-1) = 0.0
N(-1) = 0.0
S(-1) = 1.0
RN(-2) = 0.0
N(-2) = 0.0
S(-2) = 1.0
T = (1.0, 0.0)

C Compute amplitude of the noise spectral shaping filter
AMP = SORT(NPWR/2.1)

C Start do loop
DO 59 K = 0, KMAX
C Obtain rn(k)
READ(16, *) RN(K)
C Calculate n(k)
N(K) = (9*AMP*T**2*RN(K)+2*RN(K-1)+RN(K-2))-(18*T**2-8)*N(K-1) *
     (-9*T**2+2.48528*T+4)*N(K-2)/(9*T**2+8.48528*T+4)
C Calculate s(k)
XK = K
IF (MOD(K, (1.0/T)).EQ.0.0) THEN
   IF (RN(K).GT.0.5) THEN
      S(K) = 1.0
   ELSE
      S(K) = -1.0
   END IF
ELSE
   S(K) = S(K-1)
ENDIF
C Convert S(K) and N(K) to complex
SCOM(K) = CMPLX(S(K))
NCOM(K) = CMPLX(N(K))
END IF
C End do loop
59 CONTINUE

Figure B-1 PSD Program

B-3
WRITE(15,'(" For Noise Power = ",F6.3")')NPWR
WRITE(15,'(" The Results of the PSD Program are:"')
C Since there are 1824 data points, the intervals will be
C 2*PI/1824=8.888679616 rad/sec, therefore, w = 8.888679616*Q
C Calculate P.S.D. of S(K)
CALL FFT(SCOM,M)
DO 72 Q=0,256
PSS(Q) = ((CABS(SCOM(Q)))**2)/1824.
W=Q*8.888679616
WRITE(15,'(" For w = ",F8.4," P.S.D. of S = ",F12.8")')W,PSS(Q)
WRITE(17,*')W
WRITE(18,"(")PSS(Q)
72 CONTINUE
C Calculate P.S.D. of N(K)
CALL FFT(NCOM,M)
DO 83 Q=0,256
PSN(Q) = (CABS(NCOM(Q)))**2)/1824.
W=Q*8.888679616
WRITE(15,'(" For w = ",F8.4," P.S.D. of N = ",F12.8")')W,PSN(Q)
WRITE(19,"(")PSN(Q)
83 CONTINUE
END
SUBROUTINE FFT(X,M)
C This subroutine calculates the Fast Fourier Transform
C from the 2**M complex values of the vector X
COMPLEX X(1824),U,W,T
INTEGER I,J,K,N,LE,LE1,IP,NV2,NM1,M
REAL PI
N=2**M
PI=3.14159265358979
DO 20 L=1,M
LE=2**(M+1-L)
LE1=LE/2
U=1,0,0,0)
W=CMPLX(COS(PI/FLOAT(LE1)),SIN(PI/FLOAT(LE1)))
DO 20 J=1,LE1
DO 10 I=J,LE
IP=I+LE1
T=X(I)+X(IP)
X(IP)=X(IP)-X(I)*U
X(I)=T
20 U=I**W
NV2=N/2
NM1=N-1
J=1
DO 30 I=1,NM1
IF(I.GE.J) GO TO 25
T=X(J)
X(J)=X(I)
X(I)=T
25 K=NV2
26 IF(K.GE.J) GO TO 30
J=J-K
K=K/2
GO TO 26
30 J=J+K
RETURN
END

Figure B-1 PSD Program (cont.)
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